1. Folds together easier with V tab
2. Cover closes easier
3. 30% Better stacking strength than Sustainer 6
4. Same footprint as RPC
5. Column stack or cross stack
6. Cooling holes all line up if column stacked or cross stacked
7. Banding tabs
8. 1.3 bushel capacity
9. We have 8.5” and 10” boxes available
IntePro® Bulk Bin

1. Bulk bin
2. 40 x 48 x 40 or 48 x 40 x 20
3. Folds flat within the covers for reuse
4. May be stacked 2 high and will fit in truck
5. Patented lock hold the bin firmly together
6. Cooling holes allow drainage.
7. Ideal for moving bulk corn for repacking
8. Very light weight compared to molded bins allows more bins per truckload
9. Patent pending

Easy to handle lightweighted

Easy storage. Fold flat within the covers for the reuse.